
The Career Conversation 
Needs to Change 
How a modern approach drives business success



The Future of British 
Business Depends on it
The common stereotype dictates that Britain is a nation characterised by the stiff upper lip. 
Compared to Europeans who are often perceived to be emotionally outwards, and Americans who 
are to the point, Britons are traditionally thought of as stoic, polite and emotionally reserved. Even 
though such generalisations could be hugely unfair – anecdotally, there is truth in them. 

But culture is complex and ever changing. Today, it can be said that the great British reserve has 
eroded somewhat. The ‘no complaints’ culture of the past is being replaced by a more emotionally 
outward, gregarious society. Remember the public outpouring of grief following the sad passing 
of David Bowie, or think of how today’s emotionally charged millennials see reality television as 
compulsive viewing. Has saying what we think and feel replaced the cool veneer of the past?

Business is not immune from this shift. Just as changes in social attitude have affected our 
wider cultural interactions, they have also affected what people want from business interactions. 
Particularly when it comes to careers and development.

But despite that, the career conversation between managers and employees is yet to match the 
expectations of the modern workforce. In fact, it is some way behind where it needs to be.

Today’s employees have a different set of priorities to those who came before them; from how they 
wish to navigate their career paths, to the different aspirations they possess and working practices 
they desire. In order to retain and make the most of top talent, organisations need to tap into these 
motivations more regularly and effectively through better conversations.

Currently, this is often done through a formal review process in which employees are assessed and 
new targets are set. Often taking place just once a year and as a tick-box exercise, this relic review 
process is entirely redundant and an outdated part of the modern workplace.

New research by Right Management shows that the inability to hold career conversations either 
frequently enough, or in the right way, is holding countless businesses back. Only by having the 
right conversations at the right time can companies truly understand how their employees tick. 
Otherwise, they risk having a disengaged workforce, resulting in a dip in productivity and a direct 
hit to their bottom line. 

The Career Conversation Needs To Change

TODAY’S EMPLOYEES HAVE A DIFFERENT SET OF 
PRIORITIES TO THOSE WHO CAME BEFORE THEM
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About the Research
The Global Career Conversation Survey was conducted in November-December 2015 to 
develop a deeper understanding of employees’ perceptions about the self-managed career 
process. 

Almost 4,500 respondents, from 15 countries (306 from the UK) and ranging in age from 25 
to 55 were asked the most important questions employees have about their careers. The 
survey was completed by both employees and managers and the findings address many of the 
questions HR directors are faced with today. 

•  What are the key questions employees have about their careers?
•  How do employees rate the current career conversation?
•  Where do employees get their current career advice?
•   How does a quality conversation translate into individual and organisational outcomes?
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The Problem With the 
Career Conversation Today
Cultural shifts, as well as wider business trends, mean the purpose and nature of 
conversation has changed. Modern working relationships require a modern dialogue. The 
traditional management-led, annual performance review process no longer caters to the 
modern employee.

1. EMPLOYEES WANT LIVE FEEDBACK
Millennials are now firmly established in the workplace. This new generation of workers has 
grown up in a time when information is instantly available and dialogue almost constant. As 
such, they are less receptive to periodic reviews. Corporate engagement systems need to 
change to match their needs and expectations, as well as those who will come after them.

2. INFORMATION FLOW AT ODDS WITH NEW STRUCTURE
Organisational structure has become flatter in terms of hierarchy. As authority and 
responsibility becomes shared, the top-down flow of communication should be replaced 
with an outwards spread. But the reality is that managers are still in control of the career 
conversation, with limited scope for employee input. This results in a biased perspective of 
progress and, ultimately, disengaged workers.

3. PERIODIC REVIEWS ARE OFTEN OUTDATED
Long-term individual goals tend to be out of sync with the fast pace of business today. The 
nature of a periodic review system means feedback can often be obsolete by the time it 
reaches an employee. Added to that, set goals may be irrelevant as roles and responsibilities 
shift in line with changing business needs. 

4. COLLABORATION IS NOT PROMOTED
The traditional method of goal setting and reviewing can deter teamwork and have a 
negative impact on morale. Internal competition, rather than collaboration is promoted.

Employee expectations have changed, yet the current state of corporate conversations 
has not. As organisations need to update their goals, infrastructure and strategies – career 
management styles also need to modernise. Initiating the right conversations is just the 
first step to having good, happy and productive employees.

The next sections of this report take an in-depth look at what employees want from career 
conversations, what’s stopping these exchanges occurring, and how best to facilitate an 
open and productive dialogue. 
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IMPACT OF HAVING A CAREER CONVERSATION

The philosophy behind the research is clear. By having the right career 
conversations, businesses stand to gain through better employee 
engagement, retention and productivity.

76% 
feel more engaged  
in their work 

68% 
are more likely to recommend 
their employer to a friend

75% 
are happier in  
the work they do

73% 
are more likely 
to stay

68% 
are more likely  
to share ideas

In contrast, only 
22% say there is no 
benefit to having a 
career conversation

Key Findings
Part of attracting the most talented and innovative minds is about keeping up with modern ways 
of working. Naturally, communication plays an integral part in this. To increase talent retention, 
it is imperative that businesses adapt to how employees want to be spoken to. This means 
understanding their current job satisfaction levels as well as their desired future career path. All of 
this can be achieved through effective one-to-one interaction between employee and manager. 

Only 16% of employees speak to their managers 
about their career goals on an ongoing basis

Yet 60% would like more conversations about career goals

Meaningful conversations require open dialogue, but the research shows that not all 
organizations actively enable this to take place. While employees are keen to discuss their 
career goals and ambitions, employers are seemingly unaware of such requests. Despite the 
important role that managers play in an employee’s career path, the research shows employees 
are not being supported to their full potential in the workplace, either in pure management 
terms, or in mentoring and coaching.
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Career advice Mentoring Learning and 
development

Exposure to job 
opportunities Networking

Direct manager    

Human resource staff 

Work colleagues    

Internal mentor   

Family and friends  

Conversation Blocker 1: 
Managers Are Career Conversation Shy  
Empowered employees make teamwork easier. Those who feel their career needs are being 
developed are far more likely to engage with their company, meaning managers can spend less 
time ‘managing’ and more time focusing on wider organisational priorities.

However, the research paints a bleak picture. According to Right Management’s Engagement 
Study, only a third of employees are engaged in their jobs and organisations. That’s two-thirds of 
all staffing resource chronically demotivated.

The Global Career Conversation Survey shows that employees consider managers to be 
significant sources of career advice. It is essential then that businesses utilise this relationship. 
If not, employees are far more likely to seek career support from informal sources, which has 
the dual impact of employees getting potentially bad advice, and developing ill will towards their 
employer and manager.

WHERE DO EMPLOYEES GO FOR CAREER ADVICE?

PURPOSE OF CAREER DISCUSSIONS WITH DIFFERENT SOURCES

Line Managers Colleagues Family Friends 
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66% 
believe managers are 
responsible for helping 
them achieve their 
career goals

44% 
feel that they don’t get the 
support they need from 
their manager to pursue 
their career goals

18% 
feel that they have 
access to a coach

20% 
to formal mentoring 
programmes 

Without the support from their direct managers, and with only limited coaching and 
mentorship opportunities, the motivation to develop in an organization diminishes.

This all adds to an unfortunate story emerging from the report. Career conversations are 
simply not happening often enough, and managers are not equipped to have them. Only 
16% of employees have meaningful career conversations on a regular basis and only 38% 
of employees would like to be trained on how to discuss career goals with their managers.

While it could be easy to blame managers for chain of command failings, the truth is there 
may be a wider management training issue. Juggling day-to-day responsibilities while trying 
to achieve strategic targets can be tough as it is, let alone ensuring employees are fulfilled 
on a wider level. The problem only worsens when there is no dedicated programme to help 
departmental managers become career development specialists.

HOW EMPLOYEES PERCEIVE MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
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Solution: Train Managers to Talk
In order to address the problem, companies need to create good managers. In practice this 
means providing effective training that will eventually result in managers being able to instigate 
compelling career conversations, done so in productive and supportive environment. Trained 
managers will able to sit down with employees and talk to them about everything from their 
successes and goals, to their aspirations and development needs. And they will also have the 
confidence to discuss an employee’s ‘fit’, aligning employee aspirations to business goals, as 
well as identifying skills gaps and creating development plans. By gauging suitability, managers 
can support employees in making more informed career decisions – even if the path leads them 
outside the organisation. And by anticipating the tough answers, employers can ensure honest 
and open conversations are carried out.

Managers need to ask the right questions and have the right answers to hand. That is how 
employees can make informed career decisions and take a proactive approach to their own 
career paths. Leaders who help people see opportunities enable them to move forward, in doing 
so improving morale, satisfaction and mobility in their organisations.

Right Management’s ‘Manager as Career Coach’ programme supports managers in 
understanding the business imperative for an open dialogue.  
The programme equips them with the critical skills needed to have courageous and meaningful 
career conversations, all while maintaining an atmosphere of support and challenge. 

Businesses benefit from a 50% increase in productivity 
when employees  feel their organisation has a greater 
career management focus.

BENEFITS OF MANAGER TRAINING:

•  Better understanding of employee ambition and skill gaps
•  Better aligned development plans, leading to workplace agility 
•  Increased engagement and organisational performance
•  Reduced costs by retaining the right people 

KEY TAKEAWAYS

•   Career management training for line managers can help drive employee engagement
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Periodic evaluations only offer a limited view of performance, meaning frustration for both 
employers and employees. Such reviews also mean corrections are made after detection – 
impairing an employee’s learning journey. Instead, development should be the focus. 

People want to use their Personal Development Plan (PDP) as a spur  to achieve bigger 
and better goals, yet rarely get a chance to do so.

2 Out Of 5 Employees Speak To Their Manager 
About Career Goals Less Than Twice A Year
According to research by LV=, today’s generation of workers are predicted to hold down nine 
jobs over the course of a 48-year long career. This high number reflects both the economic 
environment and wants of the individual. The hunger for trying new experiences coupled with 
their desire for flexibility makes changing careers a lifestyle choice rather than a risk.

Yet market conditions also play into the shift. Ever-changing business needs have made holding 
onto workers not always a feasible option. Just over half (55%) of employees can expect to be 
made redundant at one point in their working life.

This creates a paradox for businesses. In order to get the best staff over the next 20 years, they 
need to invest in development and training. But they also need to become used to a churn of 
staff, and accept that employees will one day use their development to leave.

Whereas once the focus of career development was to service the 
needs of an organisation, today individual needs are intertwined with 
organisational requirements. 
A thorough restructuring of the PDP programme needs to happen, re-aligning it with how 
employees need their careers to be assessed and developed. According to the OECD, the 
average UK employee works 1,677 hours a year. Putting aside just one of these hours to 
discuss the entirety of the rest is no longer a viable way of doing things. 

Conversation Blocker 2: 
“It’s not you, it’s me” – The Unsatisfied Employee
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Keeping employees fulfilled and engaged is crucial. According to Right Management’s Career 
Aspiration Survey, the majority of employees define success as enjoying the work they are doing, 
rather than what they are getting paid. Therefore, understanding that employee career motivations 
can help create a high performance culture is important for ensuring a sustainable workforce.

Organisations need to change their focus. It’s not enough for them to provide a job anymore. They 
also need to be seen as career enablers, with the power to unleash talent.

HOW EMPLOYEES WANT TO DEVELOP THEIR CAREERS

54% 
would like to receive more 
assessment of their skills

60% 
would like more conversations about 
how they could develop their skills

50% 
would like more conversations 
about their performance
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Solution: Talk it Through, Together
Employees are in tune with their ambitions and realise it is up to them to fulfil them. They 
want to pave their career path in their own terms. Indeed 87% of those surveyed believe 
they are responsible for their own career goals. 

Rarely nowadays do workers perform a single task for their whole working life. Repetitive job 
roles are being replaced by skills flexibility, collaboration and innovative thinking. By helping 
employees chart their desired career paths, employers can align existing capabilities with 
strategic business goals. Businesses can be future-ready with a better grasp on the skills 
they have, and what upcoming skill gaps they will need to bridge.

As has been detailed, conversations are essential. But when careers are involved, they must 
have some sort of outcome. This is what the PDP is designed for, but it is failing; especially 
when we consider that less than half (42%) of all surveyed employees think that a career 
development plan is available to them. 

The onus should be on organisations to update their performance review processes. 
Right Management’s approach considers both employee and business needs. Large 
scale assessment and individual measures are used to check the skill and behavioural 
competencies needed to achieve success. Business growth can be supported by having the 
right talent in place, and through employees with more visibility into their career paths.

As well as ‘Manager as Career Coach’, Right Management delivers a ‘Personal Career 
Focus’ programme for individuals or groups of employees. This structured programme 
facilitates thinking, understanding and career planning. It helps employees chart their 
personal and career development paths to focus on where they can make a positive 
contribution. This results in more informed career decisions and commitment to action.

BENEFITS:

•  Being able to retain staff
•  Better visibility of fit with the company
•   Being able to help ill-fitting staff to make more informed career decisions

KEY TAKEAWAYS

•   Realigning employee skills with business objectives can ensure an organisation’s ROI
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Conversation Blocker 3: 
The Lack of Open Conversation Culture
Organisations need to look at how their culture of career mobility is perceived. Are employees aware 
of their access to career development? And are managers equipped to upskill and develop talented 
employees? 

Employers must actively facilitate a learning and development journey, and this needs to be a visible 
aspect of the organisation. Yet as research demonstrates, the reality remains foggy.

For high performing talent, it helps businesses focus on retaining motivated, experienced employees 
and aligns their future development goals with their company’s.

For mid-level, employers can clearly define and discuss what high performance looks like, outlining 
tangible goals and areas for development. These employees will be keen to learn and apply new 
skills. So the right career conversation can help businesses better understand their perceived 
strengths and weaknesses, and push them towards that higher level.

Finally, the career conversation can also benefit low performing employees. Relevant training can 
be assigned, or support given to help employees find a role with a more suitable fit. 

In each scenario, the business benefits. The right people are on boarded into the right jobs, then 
pushed through the company, making it better all the while.

27% 
believe a career map 
that outlines career 
alternatives is available 

35% 
feel that they have 
access to technical skill 
development programmes

27% 
think they have 
access to leadership 
development skills

HOW EMPLOYEES VIEW CURRENT CAREER MOBILITY OPTIONS
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Solution: Speak the Same Language
Organisations should look at how they can engage employees during the career mobility 
process. Having an ongoing, open dialogue can help determine employee strengths, values and 
priorities. Simultaneously helping leaders match these with the needs of the business. 

Managers should evaluate an employee’s personal fit for their current job (and look for 
potential development gaps in future roles) through a substantially redesigned employee review 
programme. By providing the right training, organisations can benefit from filling a vacancy 
internally and individuals can benefit from professional development.

The focus should be mutual gain. Some conversations can be tough, and lead to employees 
deciding on an alternative career path. But by having management trained in career coaching, 
businesses can foresee this eventual skills gap and be better prepared to retrain employees, or 
find a new hire that is a better fit.

Once this kind of programme is implemented, it can move along swiftly. Coaching sessions, 
action planning and even predictive assessments can align behaviours and capabilities to new 
roles.

BENEFITS

•  Reduced talent acquisition and redundancy costs
•  A true career development programme
•  Staff moving on at the right time

KEY TAKEAWAYS

•   Whether employees leave or stay with an organisation, asking 
the right conversations can help better prepare for the future
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Better Conversation = Better Business
Employers need to initiate the career conversation – and to keep it going. This requires 
a change in the existing career mobility culture, led by management and inspired by 
employees. 

The top-down method of keeping abreast of employee progression is now outdated, and 
smart businesses must find ways to better harness their talent. The most effective way to do 
this is to ensure that conversations are open and enriching.

Change is always difficult, but an impartial voice can help. Revamping the long engrained 
tradition of the periodic performance review might be met with scepticism, but it is 
a necessary part of modern management. Employees will benefit from better career 
development, managers will become better at dealing with people, and businesses will get 
the most out of everyone in their organisation.

If your business wants to find out more 
about  how to have better conversations, 
please get in touch at Uk&I.info@right.com


